Supplemental Methods

Analytic sample
The Framingham Heart Study is a single-site, community-based, prospective cohort study initiated in 1948 to investigate risk factors for cardiovascular disease. It comprises 3 generations of participants: the original cohort, followed since 1948(1); their offspring and spouses of the offspring, followed since 1971 (offspring cohort) (2) ; and children from the largest offspring families enrolled in 2000 (3 rd Generation Cohort) (3) . The present study includes a subset (n=579) of participants from the 3 rd Generation Cohort (G3), initially comprising 4,075 persons recruited from 2002 to 2005, who underwent a brain MRI between 2009 and 2010. Participants have been monitored using previously described surveillance techniques for the development of stroke or dementia (4, 5) . Stroke was defined as an acute onset focal neurologic deficit of presumed vascular etiology, lasting ≥24 hours. Dementia was diagnosed according to the criteria of the DSM-IV (6) . We excluded participants with prevalent stroke (n =4) at the MRI evaluation (none of the participants had a diagnosis of dementia at this time point). We also excluded participants with other neurologic disorders that might confound the assessment of brain volumes (n =5). 52 participants were rejected because of poor MRI quality, leaving a final sample for the present analysis of 579 individuals (a flow chart summarizing the cohort selection is illustrated Figure S1 . Compared with the rest of G3 cohort participants, individuals included in the analyses were on average significantly younger (p=0·005), had lower SBP and DBP (p=0·001), and were less often men (p=0·001), smokers (p=0·001), diabetic (p=0·006) or receiving hypertension medication (p=0·003), see Table 1 of the manuscript.
White matter tractography and gray matter regions
To assign white matter voxels associated with vascular risk factors to specific white matter tracts, we used the Johns Hopkins University probabilistic fiber map atlases(7). These probabilistic fiber map atlases were obtained from automated tractography on multiple subjects and are made publicly available for research use (http://cmrm.med.jhmi.edu). For each of 61 identified white matter fiber tracts (with right and left hemispheres pooled together) (7), an image file provides at each voxel in a standardized space the probability that the tract passes through that voxel. These probability maps were warped to the same MDT space as the FA maps. Then, a new tract label map was created by assigning to each voxel in the WM mask the label of the fiber most likely to travel through that voxel according to the tract probability maps. A volume measure for each tract was measured by counting the number of voxels assigned to it. It is important to note that this volume measure does not necessarily correspond to the volume occupied by the entire tract, but rather the volume of voxels for whom the tract is the most likely label.
An ROI template of the Brodmann's areas, warped to the same MDT space as the GM maps, was used to assign voxels associated with vascular risk factors to specific GM regions.
Brain MRI analysis
MRIs were performed on a 1.5T Siemens Avanto scanner (version syngo MR B15). Three sequences were used: a 3-dimensional T1-weighted coronal spoiled gradient-recalled echo (SPGR) acquisition, a fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence, and a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence. DTI was performed using the following parameters: repetition time (TR)=3600 ms, echo time (TE)=94 ms, 25 slices total, FOV=25 cm, acquisition matrix = 128 × 128, slice thickness = 5 mm with 5 mm gap. Diffusion weighted images were generated using 30 gradients directions with total gradient diffusion sensitivity of b=1000 s/mm2, and one image with b =0 s/mm2. Centralized reading of all images was performed using in-house designed imaging, visualization and analysis software (Quanta 2). . The segmentation and quantification of WMH was performed using a semi-automated procedure that has been previously described (8) and which demonstrates high inter-rater reliability (9) . Segmentation of GM was performed on native T1-weighted images using an in-house implementation of a Bayesian maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization algorithm method (10) . FA and MD maps were calculated from DTI(11) and linearly aligned to the corresponding T1-weighted scan, which in turn was deformed to a minimal deformation template(11, 12) (MDT) with voxel dimensions of 0·98 x 1.5 x 0·98 mm 3 . This allowed transfer of GM, FA and MD maps to the MDT space. A map of mean FA in the MDT space was created by averaging individual FA images across the population. Thresholding this mean FA map provided a binary WM mask in the MDT space. An FA threshold of 0·3 was chosen to select voxels in highly organized tracts, while minimizing inclusion of voxels with a higher degree of partial volume contamination.
Total cranial volume based on FLAIR was quantified using the Quanta 2 package of software routines according to a previously reported analysis protocol (8) and was used to correct for differences in head size. WMH volumes were log-transformed to normalize population variance.
Threshold free cluster enhancement
The T maps obtained for both independent variables (SBP and age) were evaluated for statistical significance using threshold free cluster enhancement (TFCE) (13) . In short, this methodology combines cluster size and significance into a single parameter, the TCFE-score, by integrating the cluster size over a range of significance thresholds. A TFCE image was computed for both T maps. The distribution of maximum TFCE scores under the null hypothesis was investigated for each independent variable using random permutation analysis, with 1000 iterations. Once the 95 th percentile in the null distribution was found then the TFCE images were thresholded at this level to allow inference at the p < 0·05 level (13) . Tables   Figure S1 Sample selection 
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